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ICMLG 2018 6th International Conference on Management Leadership and Governance 2018-05-24 these proceedings represent the work of
researchers participating in the 6th international conference on management leadership and governance icmlg 2018 which is being hosted this year by the
institute for knowledge and innovation southeast asia iki sea a centre of excellence of at bangkok university thailand on 24 25 may 2018
Sustainability Reporting, Ethics, and Strategic Management Strategies for Modern Organizations 2020-07-24 current modern companies which are also the
key factors of a global economy are subject to increasing pressures to conduct their business in an environmentally responsible manner due to social and
environmental problems improving long term environmental performance can bring economic benefits to those companies that are innovative and
environmentally sensitive especially by integrating environmental information into their business strategies considering all the changes sustainability
reporting management and financial accounting becomes a powerful information tool for executives managers and employee teams to gain insights and
make better decisions along with concepts such as ethical controlling auditing management and financial accounting reporting provides value with the
decision making process all these debates underline the major responsibility of users when configuring accounting and finance models and thereby in
modelling business information sustainability reporting ethics and strategic management strategies for modern organizations proposes an interdisciplinary
perspective and explores various theoretical and practical approaches of ethical standards management accounting and their impact in the 21st century on
different areas of activity it contrasts external financial accounting for government regulators and the investment community with internal management
accounting for managers to leverage for decision making in addition the book examines the role of management accounting and sustainability reporting
from other points of view such as ethical standards corporate social responsibility creative accounting green accounting environmental indicators e
accounting kpi lean accounting controlling auditing reporting etc offering a number of new insights into management accounting it is intended for chief
financial officers financial controllers business analysts financial planners financial analysts budgeting managers executives managers academicians
researchers and students
Handbook of Management Accounting Research 2011-09-14 volume two of the handbooks of management accounting research consists of two
groups of chapters the first draw together research that has focussed on particular management accounting practices the second set synthesise
contributions to the literature that have been focussed within particular organisational contexts volume two concludes with a review of research on how
management accounting practice and research varies around the world special pricing available if purchased as a set with volume 1 documents the
scholarly management accounting literature publishing both in print and online through science direct international in scope
Research Methods in Accounting 2014-10-27 designed solely for accounting students and scholars this easy to follow and engaging text will ensure that
you can successfully apply the most relevant research methods to your accounting research studies new to this updated edition expanded coverage on
how to successfully identify your research proposal question additional qualitative data chapter enabling you to have a stronger understanding of
qualitative methods real life accountancy examples provide insight into choices made by accountants relating your theoretical research to practical
application further reading at the end of each chapter to further enhance and expand your knowledge
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Third Edition 2014-07-31 this 10 volume compilation of authoritative research based articles
contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities
prospective solutions and future directions in the field of information science and technology provided by publisher
Accounting Essentials for Hospitality Managers 2014-01-10 for non accountant hospitality managers accounting and financial management is often
perceived as an inaccessible part of the business yet having a grasp of accounting basics is a key part of management using an easy to read style this book
provides a comprehensive overview of the most relevant accounting information for hospitality managers it demonstrates how to organise and analyse
accounting data to help make informed decisions with confidence with its highly practical approach this new edition quickly develops the reader s ability to
adeptly use and interpret accounting information to further organisational decision making and control demonstrates how an appropriate analysis of
financial reports can drive your business strategy forward from a well informed base develops mastery of key accounting concepts through financial
decision making cases that take a hospitality manager s perspective on business issues presents accounting problems in the context of a range of
countries and currencies includes a new chapter that addresses a range of financial management topics that include share market workings agency issues
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dividend policy as well as operating and financial leverage includes a further new chapter that provides a financial perspective on revenue management
includes accounting problems at the end of each chapter to be used to test knowledge and apply understanding to real life situations offers extensive web
support for instructors and students that includes powerpoint slides solutions to end of chapter problems test bank and additional exercises the book is
written in an accessible and engaging style and structured logically with useful features throughout to aid students learning and understanding it is a key
resource for all future hospitality managers
Advances in Human Factors and Ergonomics 2012- 14 Volume Set 2012-08-06 with contributions from an international group of authors with diverse
backgrounds this set comprises all fourteen volumes of the proceedings of the 4th ahfe conference 21 25 july 2012 the set presents the latest research on
current issues in human factors and ergonomics it draws from an international panel that examines cross cultural differences design issues usability road
and rail transportation aviation modeling and simulation and healthcare
Advances in Human Aspects of Healthcare 2012-07-17 now more than ever the design of systems and devices for effective and safe healthcare delivery
has taken center stage and the importance of human factors and ergonomics in achieving this goal can t be ignored underlining the utility of research in
achieving effective design advances in human aspects of healthcare discusses how human factors an
Digitization of the Management Accounting Function 2020-10-27 this book analyzes the impact of digitization on management accounting in five
manufacturing companies it is one of the first in depth empirical studies on the intersection of management accounting and digitization the study suggests
that there are two archetypes of digitization of the management accounting function the first archetype emphasizes top down driven changes that aim to
enhance efficiency such as conducting tasks with a higher degree of automation in a leaner structure with fewer resources the second archetype is strongly
driven and initiated by employees in the management accounting function bottom up the focus is on improving the use of data by applying innovative
analytics methods integrating additional sources of data and benefiting from new technologies like artificial intelligence the results of the study also
indicate that digitization of the management accounting function is mostly in line with the overall company strategy
Effizienz des Rechnungswesens 2013-07-10 in der rechnungswesenpraxis sind in den vergangenen jahren tiefgreifende veränderungen zu beobachten
wie etwa der einsatz von shared service centern und outsourcing sowie die integration des rechnungswesens diese neuen trends wurden in der
empirischen forschung bisher kaum umfassend berücksichtigt im rahmen einer großzahligen befragung deutscher unternehmen untersucht anja kolburg
den verbreitungsgrad neuer organisations und steuerungskonzepte leitet ein messmodell der effizienz des rechnungswesens ab und analysiert damit die
effizienzwirkung der konzepte
Advances in Management Accounting 2016-12-01 volume 27 of advances in management accounting examines a broad spectrum of current topics in
management accounting
Knowledge Management 2019-10-07 an overview of what knowledge management is the theoretical basis behind it and practical insights into how it can
be implemented effectively in a professional setting starting with a discussion of how knowledge management has evolved how it adds value for
organisations and how it s success can be measured the book then covers best practice and the key activities associated with doing knowledge
management including knowledge strategy managing knowledge loss and knowledge sharing finishing with a discussion of knowledge management s role
in international business and what future developments are expected in the field practical insights are drawn from around the world with case studies such
as how nasa forgot how to send a man to the moon acer the smiling asian tiger and why saudi arabia s experts do not learn from overseas experts the book
is supported by online resources for lecturers and students including powerpoint slides an instructor s manual access to sage journal articles and
scorecards for measuring usefulness of knowledge management tools suitable reading for undergraduate and postgraduate business and management
students on knowledge management organizational learning modules
Foundations of Augmented Cognition. Directing the Future of Adaptive Systems 2011-06-24 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
6th international conference on augmented cognition fac 2011 held in orlando fl usa in july 2011 within the framework of the 14th international conference
on human computer interaction hcii 2011 with 11 other thematically similar conferences the 75 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from numerous submissions the papers are organized in topical parts on theories models and technologies for augmented cognition neuroscience and brain
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monitoring augmented cognition social computing and collaboration augmented cognition for learning augmented cognition and interaction and
augmented cognition in complex environments
Controllerzufriedenheit 2009-10-20 christian pfennig untersucht die mitarbeiterzufriedenheit von 399 controllern er analysiert durch welche faktoren die
controllerzufriedenheit beeinflusst werden kann und entwickelt ein mehrdimensionales messmodell welches zeigt dass durch eine steigerung der
controllerzufriedenheit eine deutliche performancesteigerung in den controllerbereichen erzielt werden kann
Accounting in Latin America 2014-08-26 latin america is set to play an important role in the global economy yet internationalresearch communities lack
a systematic understanding of latin american accounting issues we aim with this volume to offer external audiences a sample of research conducted in latin
america to further understanding of accounting issues in this region
Knowledge Driven Service Innovation and Management: IT Strategies for Business Alignment and Value Creation 2012-11-30 this book
provides a comprehensive collection of research and analysis on the principles of service knowledge and organizational capabilities clarifying it strategy
procedures and management practices and how they are used to shape a firm s knowledge resources provided by publisher
Managing IT Outsourcing Performance 2009-09-30 this book provides a collection of methodologies and tools that can be used in managing relationships
and performance of it outsourcing provided by publisher
E-Business Strategy, Sourcing and Governance 2005-12-31 this book is based on the premise that it is difficult if not impossible to manage a modern
business or public organization without at least some knowledge of the planning use control and benefits of information technology provided by publisher
Handbook of Human Systems Integration 2003-07-07 a groundbreaking look at how technology with a human touch is revolutionizing government and
industry human systems integration hsi is very attractive as a new integrating discipline designed to help move business and engineering cultures toward a
more people technology orientation over the past decade the united states and foreign governments have developed a wide range of tools techniques and
technologies aimed at integrating human factors into engineering systems in order to achieve important cost and performance benefits that otherwise
would not have been accomplished in order for this new discipline to be effective however a cultural change is needed that must start with organizational
leadership handbook of human systems integration outlines the principles and methods that can be used to help integrate people technology and
organizations with a common objective toward designing developing and operating systems effectively and efficiently handbook of human systems
integration is broad in scope covering both public and commercial processes as they interface with systems engineering processes emphasizing the
importance of management and organization concepts as well as the technical uniqueness of hsi handbook of human systems integration features more
than ninety contributors technical advisors and reviewers from government industry and academia comprehensive coverage of the most recent hsi
developments particularly in presenting the cutting edge tools techniques and methodologies utilized by each of the hsi domains chapters representing the
governments and industries of the united kingdom and canada contributions from three services of the department of defense along with the federal
aviation administration and the national academy of sciences many chapters covering both military and nonmilitary applications concepts widely used by
government contractors both in the united states and abroad this book will be of special interest to hsi practitioners systems engineers and managers as
well as government and industry decision makers who must weigh the recommendations of all multidisciplines contributing to systems performance safety
and costs in order to make sound systems acquisition decisions
Strategic Project Risk Appraisal and Management 2017-05-15 success in business depends on two broad management skills doing the right thing
choosing the right projects and doing things right good project management this book examines the challenges that managers face in assessing the likely
risks and benefits that need to be taken into account when choosing projects it then explores the strategic level risks that will need to be dealt with in
managing those projects and suggests risk management strategies in so doing it makes a rare but important link between strategic level appraisal of
project opportunities and project risk management many projects have similar characteristics that are common to a number of projects experienced by the
same or other organizations elaine harris shows how the use of a project typology can guide project risk management by identifying common risks shared
by projects of each type her cutting edge research will help advanced project practitioners and researchers in projects and risk management to develop a
risk management strategy that is better suited to the context of their projects and one that is flexible enough to develop and adapt once the project
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decision has been taken and the real world of project management and delivery begins
Intellectual Capital Accounting 2007-12-20 this book examines and explains the intellectual capital reporting practices with a human capital focus of firms
located in the developing nation of sri lanka meticulously outlining an extensive literature review in this emerging field of debate
Bank Regulation 2017-01-20 bank regulation effects on strategy financial accounting and management control discusses and problematizes how
regulation is affecting bank strategies as well as their financial accounting and management control systems following a period of bank de regulation the
new millennium brought a drastic change with many new regulations some of these are the result of the financial crisis of 2008 2009 other regulations such
as the introduction in 2005 of international financial reporting standards ifrs for quoted companies in the eu can be related to the introduction of a new
global accounting regime it is evident from annual reports of banks that the number of new regulations in recent years is high and that they cover many
different functional areas the objectives of these regulations are also ambitious to improve governance and control contributing to a high level of financial
stability for banks these objectives are obviously of great concern for an industry that directly and indirectly affects the financial situation not only of
individuals and organizations but also nation states considering the importance of banks in society it is of little surprise that the attention of both scholars
and practitioners has been directed towards how banks comply with new regulations and if the intended objectives of the regulations are met this book will
be of great value to all those interested in financial stability matters practitioners policy makers students academics as well as to accounting and finance
scholars
Service Supply Chain Systems 2016-04-14 supply chain management is a well developed area the traditional supply chains are dynamic systems which
include the forward and reverse flows of physical products and the related information and fund however a service supply chain is different because the
real product may take the form of a service which implies that many traditionally cruc
Organizational Cognition 2000-07-01 organizational cognition is a collection of chapters written by scholars from around the world the editors outline the
history of two approaches to the study of cognition in organizations the computational approach and the interpretive approach the chapters represent
some of the most cutting edge research on organizational cognition covering research that spans many levels of analysis much of the work in the book
demonstrates how computational and interpretive approaches can be combined in a way that provides greater insight into cognitive processes in and
among organizations the editors conclude by elaborating the likely boundary conditions of each approach and how they can be combined for a more
complete understanding of cognition in organizations
Software Quality. Model-Based Approaches for Advanced Software and Systems Engineering 2014-01-09 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 6th software quality days conference swqd held in vienna austria in january 2014 this professional symposium and conference offers a range of
comprehensive and valuable opportunities for advanced professional training new ideas and networking with a series of keynote speeches professional
lectures exhibits and tutorials the four scientific full papers accepted for swqd were each peer reviewed by three or more reviewers and selected out of 24
high quality submissions further one keynote and ten short papers on promising research directions were also presented and included in order to spark
discussions between researchers and practitioners the papers are organized into topical sections on software process improvement and measurement
requirements management value based software engineering software and systems testing automation supported testing and quality assurance and
collaboration
Methodological issues in accounting research 2018-03-26 what is my theory how do i choose a theory why and how should i employ a particular method for
collecting the empirical data these basic questions concern everyone involved in research a research study can be a voyage of discovering or choice of
theoretical perspective as well as gathering empirics or facts on a problem or situation this book provides a good guideline as to why and how to choose a
particular theory or method to study an organisational phenomenon such as accounting all the chapters provide both retrospective and contemporary
views by scholars in the field each chapter documents the latest developments and research in accounting and control systems and provides valuable
insights into methodological perspectives in accounting research this second edition has also introduced a number of new chapters covering strategy
management control as practice grounded theory approach institutional logic and rhetoric social interaction theory actor network theory and practice
theory the book is primarily intended for research students and academic researchers it can also be used for undergraduate honours course as well as
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postgraduate accounting and business methodology courses research organisations and consulting firms in accounting and business fields may also find
this book useful the principal aims of this second edition are 1 to update the chapters previously published in 2006 and 2 to introduce new chapters
documenting recent developments in accounting research
Sustainability and Effectiveness in Global Logistic Systems 2009 this book contains the refereed proceedings of the 6th international conference on
exploring service science iess held in porto portugal in february 2015 service science constitutes an interdisciplinary approach to systematic innovation in
service systems integrating managerial social legal and engineering aspects to address the theoretical and practical challenges of the service industry and
its economy the 27 full papers accepted for iess were selected from 69 submissions the papers consider the topics service innovation service exploration
service design it based service engineering and service sustainability
Exploring Services Science 2015-01-06 the library has original volumes of medical history v 1 pt 2 and surgical history v 2 pt 2 on microfilm see entry in
the author title catalog under united states surgeon general s office the medical and surgical history of the civil war in the locality catalog the same entry is
under united states military records civil war 1861 1865 medical care united states surgeon general s office the medical and surgical history of the war of
the rebellion 1861 65
Australian National Bibliography 1995-05 for years problems related to health care efficiency have been at the top of the priorities of many hospitals
systems and governments the growing cost of health care and particularly hospitals is a significant factor in the increasing pressure for improvement of
hospitals efficiency while maintaining a high quality of services hospitals are recognized as organizations in which waste unnecessary administrative
burdens failures of care coordination failures in execution of care processes and even fraud and abuse are frequently identified as causes adoption of
management control as a response to hospital problems is consistent with the conviction that control is a critical management function that has the
greatest impact on organizational performance research proves that the lack of adequate control adapted to modern organizational solutions causes many
harmful consequences such as faulty services dissatisfied patients and employees inability to effectively compete on market low flexibility and
innovativeness and consequently poor performance of the organization this book comprehensively presents issues related to management control and
develops a breakthrough theory about management control in hospitals it is the result of many years of research and outlines the concept of control and
related theories which are discussed in detail taking into account the unique characteristics of medical services the health care market and hospitals as
public organizations research has shown that the main elements of management control in hospitals are information systems diagnostic control interactive
control innovativeness manager s trust in physicians and perceived uncertainty and that proper relationships between these elements positively influence
the hospital s performance this book describes how the success of the entire control process is based on the hospital s top management and its interaction
with clinical managers department heads and directors of other medical departments as well as clinicians after reading this book the implementation of the
solutions suggested will help hospitals improve their performance including the quality and effectiveness of the provided medical services and patient care
The Medical and Surgical History of the Civil War 1992 volume 34 of advances in management accounting uses a variety of methods from experiments to
surveys to build upon existing knowledge within the management accounting discipline
Management Control in Hospitals 2023-08-24 employees are constantly making decisions and judgments that have the potential to affect themselves
their families their work organizations and on some occasion even the broader societies in which they live a few examples include deciding which job
applicant to hire setting a production goal judging one s level of job satisfaction deciding to steal from the cash register agreeing to help organize the
company s holiday party forecasting corporate tax rates two years later deciding to report a coworker for sexual harassment and predicting the level of risk
inherent in a new business venture in other words a great many topics of interest to organizational researchers ultimately reduce to decisions made by
employees yet numerous entreaties notwithstanding industrial and organizational psychologists typically have not incorporated a judgment and decision
making perspective in their research the current book begins to remedy the situation by facilitating cross pollination between the disciplines of
organizational psychology and decision making the book describes both laboratory and more naturalistic field research on judgment and decision making
and applies it to core topics of interest to industrial and organizational psychologists performance appraisal employee selection individual differences goals
leadership teams and stress among others the book also suggests ways in which industrial and organizational psychology research can benefit the
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discipline of judgment and decision making the authors of the chapters in this book conduct research at the intersection of organizational psychology and
decision making and consequently are uniquely positioned to bridging the divide between the two disciplines
Advances in Management Accounting 2023-01-18 buku akuntansi manajemen disajikan dengan pembahasan utama tentang masalah penghitungan biaya
cost dan pendapatan dalam perusahaan manufaktur dilengkapi dengan contoh kasus buku ini dilengkapi ulasan tentang berbagai metode dalam
menghitung biaya produksi seperti metode full costing variable costing dan activity based costing pembahasan dilanjutkan dengan cara penentuan harga
jual produk penganggaran operasi dan keuangan penentuan beban pokok produksi dengan sistem biaya standar dan analisis varians serta sistem
pengendalian internal pusat pertanggungjawaban materi yang dibahas dalam buku ini mencakup bab 1 gambaran umum akuntansi manajemen bab 2
konsep biaya bab 3 perhitungan beban pokok produksi bab 4 hubungan biaya volume dan laba bab 5 pengambilan keputusan dengan biaya relevan bab 6
perhitungan biaya berdasarkan aktivitas activity based costing bab 7 penentuan harga jual bab 8 penganggaran operasi dan keuangan bab 9 sistem biaya
standar dan analisis varians bab 10 pusat pertanggungjawaban
GROUP ... 2005 內容簡介 本書以公司治理倫理概念為基礎 從外部壓力機制和內部回應行為兩個維度詳細深入地分析了公司治理倫理的運行機制 並據此提出提高中國公司倫理水平的政策建議 本書可供從事公司治理與企業倫理研究的學者以及經濟管理理論工作者和愛好者參閱對中
國上市公司的自律及決策科學化將具有一定的現實指導意義
Judgment and Decision Making at Work 2013-09-05 seperti dalam sepak bola untuk memenangkan kompetisi dibutuhkan sinergi strategi kompetensi
dan komitmen dari para pemain begitu pula dalam dunia bisnis implementasi strategi merupakan tujuan dari sistem pengendalian manajemen jika
diterapkan dengan baik sistem pengendalian akan meminimalisasi tindakan penyimpangan sehingga tujuan organisasi dapat tercapai untuk itu perlu juga
diperhatikan faktor faktor lain seperti strategi bisnis kompetensi manajer dan komitmen organisasional buku sistem pengendalian manajemen dan perilaku
disfungsional studi empiris terhadap 12 bumn industri strategis di indonesia membahas faktor faktor kunci pada sistem pengendalian manajemen guna
meminimalkan perilaku disfungsional pada bumn industri strategis di indonesia buku ini diharapkan dapat mengisi kekosongan literatur mengenai sistem
pengendalian manajemen pada bumn khususnya sektor industri strategis buku ini perlu dibaca para mahasiswa dosen praktisi serta peneliti akuntansi
manajemen khususnya good governance pada bumn
Akuntansi Manajemen 2023-09-22 this 2 volume work includes approximately 1 200 entries in a z order critically reviewing the literature on specific
topics from abortion to world systems theory in addition nine major entries cover each of the major disciplines political economy management and business
human geography politics sociology law psychology organizational behavior and the history and development of the social sciences in a broader sense
公司治理倫理的運行機制研究 2019-09-01 vol for 1963 includes section current australian serials a subject list
Sistem Pengendalian Manajemen dan Perilaku Disfungsional 2014-02-03
Reader's Guide to the Social Sciences 2000
APAIS, Australian Public Affairs Information Service 1815
The London Gazette
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